Fall 2017 DISCOVERY PROGRAM: INQUIRY

This is a list of all Inquiry courses approved effective Fall 2017; however not all are being offered*. First year students admitted Fall 2010 or later must complete an inquiry course. Transfer students admitted as freshmen and sophomores for Fall 2011 or Spring 2012 must complete an inquiry course. Transfer students admitted as freshmen for Fall 2012 or later must complete an inquiry course. Some inquiry courses will also satisfy other Discovery Program requirements and/or Writing requirements. For example, ENGL 444F is an Inquiry course which also satisfies Discovery Program Social Science (SS) and is Writing intensive (WRIT).

Please check with your major department for Inquiry course exclusions for your major.

ADMN 444 SS WRIT
575 WRIT ESCI 501 PS DLAB
436 HUMA WRIT
AMST 444B HUMA WRIT FREN 525 WC WRIT
436H HUMA WRIT
444E HUMA WRIT
444F HUMA WRIT
444A ETS WRIT
444B HUMA WRIT
444A HUMA WRIT
444B HUMA WRIT
444F WC WRIT
525 WC WRIT
525H HUMA WRIT
560 WRIT
513 PHYS 409 PS DLAB
514 HDFS 444 HP WRIT
444A SS WRIT
ARTS 444 FPA WRIT
598 HHS 444 SS
444A HUMA WRIT
598 WRIT

ADMN 444 SS WRIT
575 WRIT ESCI 501 PS DLAB
436 HUMA WRIT
AMST 444B HUMA WRIT FREN 525 WC WRIT
436H HUMA WRIT
444E HUMA WRIT
444F HUMA WRIT
444A ETS WRIT
444B HUMA WRIT
444A HUMA WRIT
444B HUMA WRIT
444F WC WRIT
525 WC WRIT
525H HUMA WRIT
560 WRIT
513 PHYS 409 PS DLAB
514 HDFS 444 HP WRIT
444A SS WRIT
ARTS 444 FPA WRIT
598 HHS 444 SS
444A HUMA WRIT
598 WRIT

Key for Discovery Program Codes:
WS = Writing Skills
QR = Quantitative Reasoning
BS = Biological Sciences
PS = Physical Science
DLAB = Discovery Lab
FPA = Fine & Performing Arts
HP = Historical Perspectives
HUMA = Humanities
SS = Social Science
WC = World Cultures
ETS = Environment, Tech, & Society

Key for Writing Requirement Code:
WRIT = Writing intensive

*For a list of Inquiry courses being offered fall semester 2017, go to courses.unh.edu and search using the course attributes filter.

*This list was updated on April 18, 2017.